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ClearPath Managing Director of Government Affairs Voted President
of Women’s Energy Resource Council

Washington, DC – Friday, January 26, 2024 – ClearPath congratulates Colleen Moss for
being elected as President of the Women’s Energy Resource Council (WERC) Board of
Directors.

WERC, launched in 2010, is a DC-based nonprofit that promotes the exchange of ideas and
perspectives on energy policy among women energy professionals from both the public and
private sectors.

“ClearPath is proud to have Colleen leading an organization dedicated to both bolstering energy
conversations and elevating the involvement of women in energy policy,” said Rich Powell,
Chief Executive Officer, ClearPath. “Bipartisanship is a hallmark of our mission here at
ClearPath and Colleen will make a tremendous impact to WERC as President, expanding the
platform for women to convene and discuss federal energy policies.”

Moss joined WERC’s Board in 2020, then served as Treasurer and Vice President.

Colleen is a Managing Director of Industrial Policy and Advocacy at ClearPath, where she is a
senior member of the government affairs team working with the U.S. House and Senate while
also managing the industrial policy portfolio. She joined ClearPath from Duke Energy, where she
worked on tax, energy, environment and labor issues to help deliver a cleaner energy future.
Moss also worked for the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) and
Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO).

ClearPath is a sponsor of WERC and works with the organization to engage with policymakers
and staff while supporting the advancement of women who are focused on energy policy. Learn
more about WERC here.
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ABOUT CLEARPATH
ClearPath (501(c)(3)) was established by businessman Jay Faison in 2014. ClearPath’s vision is
that America leads in affordably powering the world with reliable clean energy. ClearPath's
mission is to develop and advance conservative policies that accelerate clean energy
innovation. To advance that mission, ClearPath develops cutting-edge policy and collaborates
with academics and industry. Learn more at clearpath.org. Follow us on Twitter: @JayFaison1,
@powellrich, @ClearPathAction


